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Language Games is a smart and peculiar theatrical film, inspired by
Ionesco and Beckett, and driven by current social mores and the fight for
equality.

Set in an absurd world of philosophy and language, Sheela joins three great
thinkers from the past for a spirited game of mahjong. As they play, her energy
conjures Joseph Beuys as a mythological hare. Invisible to the players, he
interjects cultural incantations while the players contemplate how language
evolved from naming animals to representing them with signs and how myths
serve the human need to imagine.

Physical chair-play creates an escalating rhythm as tensions build and the hare
inspires Sheela to use more confrontational words. As the chair-e-ography builds
to a crescendo, Sheela rejects the men’s sexism, and wins the game.

Barbara Yoshida and Ralph Lewis have collaborated on many theatrical
projects and have worked separately on other videos, so while they have
incorporated video and projection in live projects, this is their first work to
employ experimental theatre tools in the visual storytelling format of film.

The pandemic didn’t make it easy, but Language Games uses magical situations
and unexpected actions to amplify a mature, feminist voice aiming to engage the
next generation of socially conscious audiences on today’s screen-based
platforms.

Language Games was completed during the pandemic, and it is part of the
Covid context in which it was created. This 20-minute short theatrical film
including its “Making Of” Covid epilogue is perfect for on demand viewing.

Peculiar Works Project was founded in 1993 by Ralph Lewis, Catherine
Porter and Barry Rowell to create original performances that are accessible and
engaging for diverse audiences. Using various artistic disciplines in unique
combinations, this Obie Award-winning company challenges the conventions of
alternative theatre. From initial concept to full production, the performance
encourages collaboration, experimentation and a rebel spirit in creative artists by
providing the tools and opportunities to realise their artistic goals.

www.peculiarworks.org
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Peculiar Works Project
(New York, USA)

Language Games
by Barbara Yoshida
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fringe programme 40-word blurb
An absurdist take on philosophy and language. A young woman spars with
three great thinkers from the past over a spirited game of mahjong. Words
spin out of control until she confronts their condescension, winning the
game!
blurb fringe web
Absurdist take on philosophy and language. A present day student and
activist, Sheela joins Ludwig Wittgenstein, Paul Shepard and Walter
Benjamin for a spirited game of mahjong. As they play, her energy conjures
Joseph Beuys as a mythological hare. Invisible to the players, he interjects
cultural incantations, while the players contemplate how language evolved
from naming animals to representing them with signs, and how myths serve
the human need to imagine. Physical chair-play creates an escalating rhythm
as tensions build… As the chair-e-ography builds to a crescendo, Sheela
pushes back against male aggression, and wins the game.
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Listings Information
C ARTS | C venues | C digital
Available now on-demand  (0hr20)
Showing year-round at C ARTS | Online at res.CtheArts.com/event/34:3409
Theatre (Absurdist, Film, Site-specific, New writing, Philosophical) | recommended for ages 12+

For further information, images and interview availability please contact:
Ralph Lewis at Peculiar Works Project on +1 347 420 3973 or rlewis@peculiarworks.org
or the C ARTS press office on +44 (0)131 581 5550 or press@cvenues.com
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Language Games is a smart and peculiar theatrical film, inspired by
Ionesco and Beckett, and driven by current social mores and the fight for
equality.

Set in an absurd world of philosophy and language, Sheela joins three great
thinkers from the past for a spirited game of mahjong. As they play, her energy
conjures Joseph Beuys as a mythological hare. Invisible to the players, he
interjects cultural incantations while the players contemplate how language
evolved from naming animals to representing them with signs and how myths
serve the human need to imagine.

Physical chair-play creates an escalating rhythm as tensions build and the hare
inspires Sheela to use more confrontational words. As the chair-e-ography builds
to a crescendo, Sheela rejects the men’s sexism, and wins the game.

Barbara Yoshida and Ralph Lewis have collaborated on many theatrical
projects and have worked separately on other videos, so while they have
incorporated video and projection in live projects, this is their first work to
employ experimental theatre tools in the visual storytelling format of film.

The pandemic didn’t make it easy, but Language Games uses magical situations
and unexpected actions to amplify a mature, feminist voice aiming to engage the
next generation of socially conscious audiences on today’s screen-based
platforms.

Language Games was completed during the pandemic, and it is part of the
Covid context in which it was created. This 20-minute short theatrical film
including its “Making Of” Covid epilogue is perfect for on demand viewing.

Peculiar Works Project was founded in 1993 by Ralph Lewis, Catherine
Porter and Barry Rowell to create original performances that are accessible and
engaging for diverse audiences. Using various artistic disciplines in unique
combinations, this Obie Award-winning company challenges the conventions of
alternative theatre. From initial concept to full production, the performance
encourages collaboration, experimentation and a rebel spirit in creative artists by
providing the tools and opportunities to realise their artistic goals.

www.peculiarworks.org
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Last spring, Covid concerns began to play a role in how this work would be
realized and presented. Yoshida submitted the first short play, Language
Games, to a New York City theater festival, that was forced to move online.
Rather than mounting a Zoom reading, collaborator Ralph Lewis chose to
direct a short film, which involved negotiating and signing a Covid-intensive
contract with SAG-AFTRA, drafting numerous Covid protocols, and scheduling
labor-intensive testing for cast and crew. A completely new kind of shoot, it
was both more work and different work, but this script fit into the film genre
in surprising ways, much better than anticipated.

Language Games is set in an absurdist world of philosophy and language,
where Sheela joins three great thinkers from the past for a spirited game of
mahjong. As they play, her energy conjures Joseph Beuys as a mythological
hare. Invisible to the players, he interjects cultural incantations while the
players contemplate how language evolved from naming animals to
representing them with signs and how myths serve the human need to
imagine. Physical chair-play creates an escalating rhythm as tensions build and
the hare inspires Sheela to use more confrontational words. As the
chair-e-ography builds to a crescendo, Sheela rejects the men’s sexism, and
wins the game!

Yoshida and Lewis have collaborated on many theatrical projects and have
worked separately on other videos, so while they have incorporated video and
projection in live projects, this is their first work to employ experimental
theater tools in the visual storytelling format of film. The pandemic didn’t
make it easy, but LANGUAGE GAMES uses magical situations and unexpected
actions to amplify a mature, feminist voice so that it might engage the next
generation of socially-aware audiences on today’s screen-based platforms.

Language Games was recently completed, and it is part of the Covid context in
which it was created. We believe that this 20-minute short theatrical film with
its “Making Of” Covid epilogue is perfect for “on demand” viewing.
LANGUAGE GAMES is a smart and peculiar theatrical film, inspired by Ionesco
and Beckett, but driven by current social mores and the fight for equality.

Peculiar Works Project was founded in 1993 by Ralph Lewis, Catherine Porter
and Barry Rowell to create original performances that are accessible and
engaging for diverse audiences. Using various artistic disciplines in unique
combinations, this Obie Award-winning company challenges the conventions
of alternative theater. From initial concept to full production, PWP encourages

word countcompany originaldevelopment
Last spring, Covid concerns began to play a role in how this work

would be realized and presented. Yoshida submitted the first short play,
Language Games, to a New York City theater festival, that was forced to move
online. Rather than mounting a Zoom reading, collaborator Ralph Lewis chose
to direct a short film, which involved negotiating and signing a Covid-intensive
contract with SAG-AFTRA, drafting numerous Covid protocols, and scheduling
labor-intensive testing for cast and crew. A completely new kind of shoot, it
was both more work and different work, but this script fit into the film genre
in surprising ways, much better than anticipated.

Language Games is set in an absurdist world of philosophy and language,
where Sheela joins three great thinkers from the past for a spirited game of
mahjong. As they play, her energy conjures Joseph Beuys as a mythological
hare. Invisible to the players, he interjects cultural incantations while the
players contemplate how language evolved from naming animals to
representing them with signs and how myths serve the human need to
imagine. Physical chair-play creates an escalating rhythm as tensions build and
the hare inspires Sheela to use more confrontational words. As the
chair-e-ography builds to a crescendo, Sheela rejects the men’s sexism, and
wins the game!

Yoshida and Lewis have collaborated on many theatrical projects and have
worked separately on other videos, so while they have incorporated video and
projection in live projects, this is their first work to employ experimental
theater tools in the visual storytelling format of film. The pandemic didn’t
make it easy, but LANGUAGE GAMES uses magical situations and unexpected
actions to amplify a mature, feminist voice so that it might engage the next
generation of socially-aware audiences on today’s screen-based platforms.

Language Games was recently completed, and it is part of the Covid context in
which it was created. We believe that this 20-minute short theatrical film with
its “Making Of” Covid epilogue is perfect for “on demand” viewing.
LANGUAGE GAMES is a smart and peculiar theatrical film, inspired by Ionesco
and Beckett, but driven by current social mores and the fight for equality.

Peculiar Works Project was founded in 1993 by Ralph Lewis, Catherine Porter
and Barry Rowell to create original performances that are accessible and
engaging for diverse audiences. Using various artistic disciplines in unique
combinations, this Obie Award-winning company challenges the conventions
of alternative theater. From initial concept to full production, PWP encourages
collaboration, experimentation and a rebel spirit in creative artists by
providing the tools and opportunities to realize their artistic goals.
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C ARTS | C venues | C digital

The home of international
independent arts online

year-round and at the
Edinburgh Fringe,

showcasing creativity,
celebrating diversity.

Experience new and classic
theatre, physical performance,
musicals, opera, dance, circus,
cabaret, music, spoken word,
children’s shows, film, video,

talks, discussions, workshops,
visual and performance art.

Winner of the Infallibles Award
for Theatrical Excellence

for Best Venue at the
Edinburgh Fringe 2021.

C ARTS | C venues press office
tel +44 (0)131 581 5550

press@cvenues.com

C ARTS | C venues box office
tel +44 (0)131 581 5555

www.CtheArts.com
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show credits CAST OF CHARACTERS
(in order of speaking)

Ludwig Wittgenstein | MATTHEW TRUMBULL
Sheela Nagig | NIKKI CALONGE

company info Peculiar Works Project was founded by Ralph Lewis, Catherine Porter, and
Barry Rowell in 1993 to create, develop, and present original,
multi-disciplinary, site-based performance. Our award-winning company
encourages collaboration, experimentation, and a rebel spirit in artists by
providing them with the tools and opportunities needed for artistic
exploration. We perform in unconventional, non-theater spaces because we

show biographies Ralph Lewis creates original theater as conceiver, director, writer, teacher,
and actor, as well as producing diverse, multi-disciplinary works in unique,
non-theater venues throughout NYC and beyond. Recipient of NYIT’s 2018
Caffe Cino Award, he has been the co-director of Peculiar Works Project, an
Obie Award-winning producer of site-specific performance since 1993. Most
recently on Zoom, he created Janes Calling for the 2021 Jane’s Walk


